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JeraSoft Billing 3.7.6
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JeraSoft is pleased to announce the release of VCS 3.7.6, which had some additions and improvements. This document will describe the features with 
most impact on system's functions and also provide information regarding their usage.

General

From now,  and  will not launch simultaneously.Dynamic Routing Manager Backup Manager
Issue concerning Transactions for automatic charges from  was fixed, i.e. the situation when automatic charges were created as Authorize.net
pending.   

 was improved for enhancing the results of its work.Radius

Interface

There are some changes in section, that is, packages are arranged by  and Clients - Clients Packages  Status (asc) Expire date (desc).

Accounting

 were improved, i.e.  and  variables and their' descriptions were added into templates Help Invoice Templates {calls_subtotal} {cost_subtotal}
table.
Issues with  were resolved, i.e. when taxes were calculated for calls which were totally covered by Money Package Package Credit. 
The issue with displaying in  was solved.Rate Formulas Invoices

Rates Management

Improvements of the  section, that is splitting of search criteria field on two separate fields –  "Automatic Email Import" "Sender Match" field and 
, which enables simultaneous searching of specific mail titles and the sender of an email."Subject Match" field

Please turn your attention to interface of the  section  which was reworked a little bit, i.e.  and  "Import" "Full A-Z import" "Enable confirm mode"
checkboxes were swapped. Also  field now is placed below the  checkbox."Close date" "Full A-Z import"

Reports

From now, Profit report is working much faster.

Routing

Appearance of new default routing plan called  which includes two rule:"DR: DID + Simple LCR"

route to  DID;
dynamic simple LCR rule like in  routing plan. 'DR: Simple LCR'

Tools
CDRs Disputes

Columns validation during the process of a file import was changed. Now, any two columns from the list are required, the third one will be calculated on 
two previously selected columns respectively:

"Connect time";
"Disconnect time";
"Session time".

Plus, file importing process was improved.

http://Authorize.net
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